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CNC Tips and Tricks for the Newbie
Part 1 – Batch Jobs and UBEs
By Tonio Thomas, Circular Edge, LLC
Editor’s Note: CNC technology specialist, Tonio Thomas, is determined to help all CNCs take more
control of their batch environment. This article starts with finding the last execution date of a batch
version then covers UBE Introspection, provides insight into Manipulating Job queues and priorities on Waiting
Jobs. Then finally, what we always need is troubleshooting common issues with batch job failures and batch
job performance.

Introduction
Configurable Network Computing or CNC can be defined in several different ways. One of the more
recent definitions is as below.
“Oracle's JD Edwards Configurable Network Computing is the technical architecture for Oracle's JD Edwards
EnterpriseOne software. Configurable Network Computing enables highly configurable, distributed applications
to run on a variety of platforms without users or analysts needing to know which platforms or which databases
are involved in any given task. Configurable Network Computing insulates the business solution from the
underlying technology. Enterprises can grow and adopt new technologies without rewriting applications” – JD
Edwards EnterpriseOne Tools Configurable Network Computing Implementation Guide Release 9.1.

It takes several years of working with the JD Edwards EnterpriseOne software on different versions,
platforms and configurations before you can truly master CNC. The objective of this article is
obviously not to make you a CNC expert, but to give you easy to use Tips and Tricks that you can
walk away with and use in your day to day administrative functions without requiring too much
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additional follow up or research.

We will focus on very specific areas to make this article series more effective.
Part 1:
Part 2:
Part 3:

(This Article) Batch Jobs and UBEs
Server Manager Tips and Tricks
OMW and Package Builds
Security and Menus
Production Troubleshooting
Oracle Support Resources
ESUs / ASUs and Change Assistant
Installation and Configuration Tips
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Batch Jobs and UBEs
Finding Last Execution Date of a Batch Version
You can always look at submitted jobs history but this data is often purged by most customers.
There is another place that stores this information and this can be extremely useful when doing a
system inventory to see the last time a batch job was used.
The information is stored in the F983051 table in the VRVED field. This field is not be confused
with the DateLastChanged field or VRVCD.
In the example below we can see that the Batch Version R09801|ZJDE0005 was last executed on
3/18/2016 in the Production Environment.
You need to look in the F983051 in the corresponding datasource of each environment (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Versions List

This information can be very useful when planning for an upgrade and you are trying to go through
your inventory of custom reports and trying to determine which ones are being run and how
recently they were used.

UBE Introspection
This new utility for Batch Job monitoring was introduced with tools release 8.98 and if you haven’t
been using it already, you will find it very handy. Extensive information on how to use this utility is
given in the JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Tools 8.98 Development Tools: Batch Versions Guide.
We will go through some of the key areas available with this utility.
To access this utility, take the Row Exit called Execution Detail (Figure 2) in the Submitted jobs
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